Live and learn with like-minded peers by joining CMCI’s Communication and Society Residential Academic Program based in Buckingham Hall. Our program blends the opportunities of a large research university with the warmth and personal connections of a smaller environment.
WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

CMCI is designed as a place to think, innovate and create. In CommRAP, students engage in a wide range of social and co-curricular activities and community events. We offer a rich array of supportive resources in and beyond the building. The program is open to students from CMCI, the College of Arts and Sciences and the Program in Exploratory Studies. In CommRAP, you can:

- Participate in classes, events and field trips based on the theme of communication and society, with an emphasis on writing, creativity, storytelling and critical thinking.
- Choose from course offerings representing all CMCI majors in classes of 19 students or fewer.
- Learn and collaborate right where you live with access to a creative space with computers for research and multimedia projects, a dedicated study lounge, and a library of books on topics taught in CMCI.
- Get to know faculty and peers outside of a traditional classroom setting and build lasting connections.

Sample courses taught in CommRAP:
Courses taught in Buckingham Hall through CommRAP are designed to fulfill a CMCI major or core requirement and/or an Arts and Sciences general education requirement.

America Through Baseball | Computational Reasoning 1: Expression and Media
Transformation (recitation) | Discourse, Culture and Identities | Explore Culture and
Gender Through Film | First-Year Writing and Rhetoric | Media Aesthetics | Media and
Communication History | Perspectives on Human Communication | Philosophy and the
Sciences | Public Speaking | Writing for the Media

Sample events:
Academic skills workshops | Artists as Activists Week | Comedy/open-mic nights
Documentary screenings | Faculty-in-residence student dinners | Holiday parties
Service projects | Stress relief with dogs and doughnuts | Welcome Week dinner
Writer’s Workshop

For more information on how to apply and program fees, visit bit.ly/commrap
Questions: commrap@colorado.edu